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Abstract  
Seizure Detection using a Novel Multi-Measurement Support Vector Machine Algorithm 
Kevin J. Freedman 
Karen Moxon, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
Epilepsy is the second most common neurologic disorder which is characterized by 
recurrent and spontaneous seizures.  Seizures occur unpredictably which makes everyday 
tasks such as driving and working extremely difficult resulting in a reduced quality of life.  
Although pharmaceutical treatment works well for approximately 70% of patients, 30% of 
epilepsy patients live with this disease unless they are eligible for surgical removal of the 
epileptic brain tissue responsible for initiating the seizures.  Epilepsy monitoring units 
measure the electrical activity of the brain using electroencephalography (EEG) in an attempt 
to locate the epileptic brain tissue.  However since seizures occur unpredictably and are 
generally infrequent, long recording times generate massive quantities of data which must be 
reviewed by neurologists to identify seizures.  Automating this process using a seizure 
detection algorithm will ultimately save time and money, allow for superior and safer care of 
patients, and provide a better diagnostic tool.  Although seizure detection has been well 
studied in the laboratory and clinic, a widely accepted algorithm has not been developed 
largely due to the fact that automated routines do not perform as well as a neurologist.  In 
order to improve performance, we tested the hypothesis that multiple algorithms would work 
ix 
 
better than any single approach.  Multiple algorithms were used as feature extractors and 
were implemented into a support vector machine (SVM) algorithm.  The proposed method 
was optimized and tested using an animal model of epilepsy as well as human epilepsy data 
obtained from Hahnemann University Hospital.  The results of this analysis showed that the 
multi-measurement SVM algorithm performed better (93.3% sensitivity, 91.7% positive 
predictive value) than any single measurement.  Additionally, the SVM algorithm performed 
better than the commercially available XLTEK algorithm by obtaining a sensitivity of 98.9% 
and a positive predictive value of 25.5%.   
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Epilepsy 
Epilepsy is a neurological disorder that affects approximately 1% of the world’s 
population with an annual incidence rate of 24-50 new cases per 100,000 people 
(Iasemidis, 2003).  The high incidence rate of epilepsy is not surprising when the wide 
range of causes of epilepsy is considered.  Epilepsy can be caused by genetic and 
developmental abnormalities, febrile convulsions, craniofacial trauma, central nervous 
system infections, hypoxia, ischemia, and tumors (Iasemidis, 2003; Annegers et al., 
1996).   The characterizing feature of epilepsy is the predisposition of patients to 
recurrent seizures which often times are severely debilitating.  Non-epileptic (non-
recurrent) seizures are also possible and quite prevalent having a similar list of causes 
including alcohol withdraw (Hattemer, 2008).  A seizure is, in general, a disturbance in 
the normal functioning of the brain that is clinically manifested as involuntary alterations 
in behavior, movement, sensation, or consciousness (Shoeb et al., 2004).  
Electrographically (i.e. recording the activity of the brain using electrodes), seizures are 
described using a wide range of qualitative terms including: rhythmic waves, 
monomorphic (single frequency) spiking, polymorphic (multifrequency) spiking, spike-
wave complexes (a spike followed by a low frequency wave), slow or fast high voltage 
spiking (Shoeb et al., 2004; French et al, 1982; Adeli et al., 2003).   
Epilepsy can be classified using a number of different criteria including 
semiology (observable manifestations or behavior), etiology, electrographic seizure 
waveforms, anatomical initiation site, or seizure spreading dynamics (Engel, 1998; 
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Luders et al., 1998).  Seizure spreading refers to the phenomena where seizure activity is 
initially localized to a region of the brain and can potentially spread to other regions such 
as from the hippocampus to the cortex.  This distinction is commonly used to classify 
seizures in the clinical setting which is often correlated with its semiology.  Partial or 
focal seizures are those “whose initial semiology indicates, or is consistent with, initial 
activation of only part of one cerebral hemisphere”, as defined by the International 
League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) (Blume et al., 2001).  Generalized (or bilateral) seizures 
are those involving more than minimal spreading to both cerebral hemispheres.  
Generalized seizures usually have more severe observable symptoms than partial 
epilepsies such as the generalized tonic-clonic seizure formally known as a “grand mal” 
seizure.  The focus of the work to be presented here will be on focal epilepsy which 
initiates within a specific region of the hippocampus.  From the hippocampus, however, 
seizures can either stay locally in the hippocampus or spread to other regions of the brain.   
Seizure genesis, rather than epileptogenesis, is the physiological phenomenon 
which occurs in the brain just prior to a seizure.  The brain of an epileptic patient will 
spontaneously fall into this state which leads up to the final seizure event.  The simplistic 
explanation for seizure genesis is an imbalance in the amount of excitation and inhibition; 
with excitation taking over (Holmes et al., 1997).  The more in-depth explanations, or 
mechanisms which cause this excess excitation, are more complex and are thought to be 
related to the cellular and molecular changes which occur inside the epileptic brain.  
Focusing on temporal lobe seizures, these changes include cell loss, aberrant mossy fiber 
sprouting, gliosis or scaring, and neurotransmitter receptor signaling (Blumcke et al., 
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1999).  These changes are hypothesized to not only produce an overabundance of 
excitation but also increase levels of synchrony which allow seizures to spread to other 
regions (Colder et al., 1996; Bragin et al., 1999).  The exact mechanism however is likely 
to be different and activate different neuronal pathways depending on the type of 
epilepsy.  Temporal lobe epilepsy is most likely linked to hippocampal sclerosis which 
has been found in 60% of patients (Blumcke et al., 1999; Berkovic et al., 1991).  
Hippocampal hyper-excitability in such patients is likely due to the dentate gyrus which 
has been known to be selectively resistant to the same type of cell loss experienced by 
other regions of the hippocampus and can even undergo neurogenesis (Parent et al., 1997; 
Parent et al., 2006).  Since the dentate gyrus has lost many target cells in the 
hippocampus, increased connectivity within the dentate gyrus could form a positive 
feedback loop which leads to seizure genesis (Mathern et al., 1993).   
The treatment options for epilepsy include pharmaceuticals, surgery, electrical 
stimulation, and diet alterations (Wiebe et al., 2001; Schiller et al., 2000; Hassan et al., 
1999).  The first and most commonly employed treatment is pharmaceutical drugs which 
work on approximately 70% of epileptic patients (Loscher 1997; Kwan 2002).  Electrical 
stimulation devices hold promise to be strong treatments in the future however, this 
option is still being developed due to the lack of consistent treatment results (Theodore 
2004; Uthman 1993).  Ketogenic diets are also a potential treatment option which 
involves eating mostly fats and low amounts of carbohydrates (Schwartzkroin 1999).  
This option is also not well advocated due to the health effects, changes in lifestyle, and 
only mild efficacy.  For the other 30% of patients not treated by anti-epileptic drugs, most 
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patients attempt to have that portion of epileptic brain tissue removed surgically (a 
process called a hippocampal resection).  Unfortunately, only a portion of those 30% are 
eligible for surgery as it requires knowing exactly where the seizure is coming from 
within the brain (Bernasconi 2001).  Generalized seizures, for example, do not have a 
consistent focus and therefore these patients are usually unable to receive this treatment 
option.   
As just mentioned, surgical intervention requires knowing where the seizure focus 
is located and the method to find this information is to electrically record from the brain, 
a procedure known as electroencephalography (EEG).  During this time, called a pre-
surgical evaluation, a patient comes to the hospital where electrodes are placed on the 
scalp and/or intracranially.  Patients are taken off any anti-epileptic drugs and are 
recorded for long durations in order to electrically record the dynamics of a seizure 
initiating in the brain.  Since EEG is a very high time resolution recording, neurologists 
can usually determine where the seizure is originating from by locating the electrode 
which displays the seizure characteristics first (Devous 1998).  This data is often stored 
for long periods of time in epilepsy monitoring units which is one of the sources of data 
that was obtained in this study.  Imaging methods (such as fMRI, SPECT, and PET) are 
also used however are generally more difficult and arduous to perform (Devous 1998; 
Marks 1992; Seeck 1998).  Accurate diagnosis of epilepsy is important because not all 
forms of epilepsy are readily identifiable from behavioral observations and some research 
suggests that epilepsy is a progressive disease in which seizures can cause damage to 
cells in the brain (Sutula 2003; Kalviainen 1998).   
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EEG is one of the most commonly used recording types in neuroscience, 
psychology, and other cognitive sciences.  The electrical recordings obtained from the 
brain (other than EEG) can be most easily classified by the amount of brain tissue from 
which the signal is generated.  Scalp EEG is the most global, unspecific method of 
recording from the brain since the electrodes are large and are filtered by the bone and 
tissues between the brain and scalp (Lachaux 2004; Lachaux 1999).  Intracranial EEG is 
more precise due to being in direct contact with the brain tissue.  An even more precise, 
or local, method of recording is by using a microelectrode which has a much smaller 
surface area than EEG electrodes.   These recordings are called local field potentials 
(LFP) and are the second type of data (in addition to EEG) that will be used during the 
course of this study.   
1.2 Epilepsy Animal Models 
 The ideal animal model exhibits the same experimental observations as the human 
form of epilepsy being studied.  In this study we focus on mesial temporal lobe epilepsy 
(MTLE) which is commonly resistant to anti-epileptic drugs and can also cause cognitive 
dysfunction (Blumcke et al., 1999).  Since patients who come into hospitals are mostly 
those which have pharmaceutical-resistant epilepsy, which mainly are of the MTLE type, 
this form of epilepsy was chosen for the animal model.  From the MTLE epilepsies, the 
hippocampal lesion model was selected due to majority (60% of all temporal lobe 
epilepsies) of cases affecting the hippocampus (Berkovic 1991).  Also, focal epilepsy 
models have the advantage of having a consistent seizure initiation site making electrode 
placement less of a challenge.   
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 Producing seizures or epilepsy in animals can be accomplished in a number of 
ways and it is important to distinguish between a seizure model and an epilepsy model.  
Seizure models produce acute seizures however the seizures are due to artificially 
introducing a chemical or biological compound into the brain.  Epilepsy models have 
more chronic effects which last the lifetime of the animal and are due to a cellular change 
in the brain (Hosford, 1999).  The main or most commonly used epilepsy models include 
using the following methods/chemicals: kindling (inducing epilepsy by lowering the 
threshold for seizure genesis by repeated electrical or chemical stimulation), status 
epilepticus induced epilepsy (via kainic acid or pilocarpine), tetanus toxin, traumatic 
brain injury, neonatal hypoxia, and neonatal hyperthermia (White et al., 2002; Fisher et 
al., 1989).  Figure 1 describes the sequence of events and some of the factors which are 
involved in epileptogensis.    
 
Figure 1: Illustration of the initiation and progression of chronic epilepsy.  The latent 
period is often found in animal models to be a time where no seizures occur however 
epileptic re-organization of the brain occurs.  Figure reproduced from White et al., 2002. 
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 The epilepsy model chosen for this study, which produces a focal lesion in the 
hippocampus, was created using kainic acid.  This excitatory amino acid induces cell 
death in a select population of hippocampal neurons; mostly of the dentate hilus and the 
CA3 subfield  as shown in Figure 2 (Akaike et al., 2001; Buckmaster et al., 1997).  
Intrahippocampal infusion of kainic acid produces acute status epilepticus which is a 
period of repetitive seizure activity.  The full progression of kainic acid-induced epilepsy 
can be split into four sections: the acute phase (1-10 days; many seizures, few spikes), the 
active phase (11-30 days; fewer seizures, many spikes), the latent phase (31-90 days; no 
seizures, few spikes), and the chronic phase (91-180 days; diffuse seizures, few spikes) 
(Mathern et al., 1993).  The period in which this study was conducted was in the very 
beginning of the acute phase which had the highest frequency of seizures.   
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Figure 2: Hippocampal cross sections (Nissl stained) of a control rat (A) and kainic acid-
treated rats (C and E; 179 days post kainic acid).  Cell loss is observed in the hilus 
(marked with an h) and in the CA3.  Reproduced from Buckmaster et al., 1997. 
 
1.3 Seizure Detection Techniques 
Electrographic seizures, both in animal models and in humans, can have a vast 
range of different qualities which makes detecting all the different kinds of seizures very 
difficult (Gotman, 1999).  Most researchers are also restricted by the data sets that they 
are working with which limits the diversity of such seizures.  It is not surprising that 
when other laboratories attempt to implement someone else’s seizure detection algorithm 
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in their own laboratory, the success of that algorithm is less than satisfactory (Faul et al., 
2005).  Most algorithms in which a single feature is extracted from the EEG are not able 
to detect all the possible morphologies that a seizure manifests.  The majority of 
algorithms rely on a specific change in the frequency distribution which can vary 
depending on the type of seizure (Shoeb et al, 2004; Saab et al., 2005; Osorio et al., 
1998).  Other algorithms try to detect high amplitude, correlated activity (White et al., 
2006; Jerger, 2001; Altenburg, 2003).  Although new algorithms are published every 
year, there is yet to be a widely accepted method for seizure detection that is robust 
enough for clinical application.  Using a multi-measurement approach offers a potential 
solution to detecting the different seizure morphologies that could arise in the clinical 
setting.     
Electrographic seizure detection methods can be classified in a number of 
different ways.  They can be classified by how they work (statistically or 
algorithmically), what type of data is used (intracranial or scalp EEG), the type of 
electrographic seizure being detected, and what patients the algorithm is intended for 
(neonatal or adult) (Saab 2005; Liu 1992).  Once a seizure detection method is chosen, 
implementation of that method must be chosen appropriately.  For example, an algorithm 
that measures the number of spikes in an arbitrary time window can be counted and 
thresholded for seizure detection or the number of spikes can be compared to the previous 
time window and if statistically different, a seizure can be detected.  The first method is 
beneficial since no memory of pervious windows is needed.  However if the baseline 
level spikes or spike-like phenomena changes, the threshold would have to be continually 
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optimized.  The second method takes into account the changing baseline signal however 
imagine a scenario where two seizures are close together.  The spike detector would 
detect the first seizure however when it reaches the second seizure, the spike detector 
would be comparing the second seizure to a previous window which may overlap with 
the first seizure.  In this case, the comparison would not be significant and the second 
seizure would be missed.  Further implementation methods are possible when multiple 
channels are used such as including a rule that requires seizure detections on multiple 
channels for a seizure to be counted.  At present, the best implementation method has not 
been established and, surprisingly, neither has the seizure detection method.   
One of the earliest and most well known algorithms to date is known as the 
Gotman algorithm after the person who designed and developed it almost 30 years ago 
(Gotman, 1982).  This algorithm decomposed the EEG signal into “half-waves” which 
was the low frequency component of the signal.  Half waves in each 2 second period, 
called an epoch, were then characterized using 3 measures: average amplitude, average 
duration, and the coefficient of variation of the duration.  The values of each measure 
were compared to background activity which was defined as a 16 second period 
occurring 12 seconds behind the current epoch (Fig. 3).  A seizure was marked when the 
relative amplitude (ratio of epoch amplitude to baseline amplitude) was greater than 3, 
the average duration was between 25-150 msec, and the coefficient of variation of half 
wave duration was less than 0.6.  Additional criteria were also set such as a seizure must 
have at least two channel detections in the same epoch or the adjacent epoch (Gotman, 
1982).   
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of the “background section” used by the Gotman 
Algorithm.  The background section is 16 seconds long and occurs before a 12 second 
gap period separating the background from the current epoch.  Each section is updated 
for each new epoch.  Figure reproduced from Gotman, 1982.   
 
Other techniques have been researched which detect the complexity (or 
randomness) of the EEG.  One such method, called entropy, has been used recently for 
seizure detection (Rosso et al., 2006, Varsavsky & Mareels, 2007).   The calculation of 
entropy by Rosso et al., involved the use of the wavelet transform which is a method of 
obtaining both time and frequency information from the same signal.  Methods that only 
give frequency information such as the Fourier transform quantifies the frequency 
content of the signal but not where those frequencies exist in the signal.  Using wavelets, 
the temporal evolution of frequency shifts in the signal can be monitored.  Shannon 
entropy can then be calculated using the following equation: 
 ]ln[ ppS ,  
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where p is the probability distribution of frequency content of the signal (obtained from 
the wavelet transform).  In simple terms, this equation determines whether there is a 
dominant peak in the frequency distribution.  If there is a dominant peak meaning the 
signal is mainly composed of a single frequency, the complexity will be low and 
therefore the entropy will be low.  A more complex signal will have a multi-frequency 
component which displays a flat frequency distribution and therefore higher entropy.  
This method however is not robust enough for detecting all the different types of seizures 
and specifically does poorly on seizures of short duration (Varsavsky & Mareels, 2007).  
Wavelet entropy was included in this study to determine whether it is beneficial to 
incorporate into the proposed algorithm.   
 The final published algorithm that will be reviewed will be the journal article that 
inspired the use of support vector machines.  This paper used support vector machines to 
detect seizures based solely on the frequency content of the signal.  For example, a spike 
wave complex was detected by the simultaneous allocation of power to a high frequency 
(spike component) and to a low frequency (wave component).  The power in each of four 
frequency ranges were quantified for every channel and used by the support vector 
machine algorithm (Shoeb et al., 2004).  The fact that each channel was used in the 
support vector machine (in a specific order) means that the spatial location of the seizure 
(given by the electrode placement), plays a role in the detection process.  For example, a 
seizure starting on an electrode placed on the frontal lobe will cause feature-space points 
to be mapped into a different cluster than if the seizure were to have started in the 
occipital lobe.  This is the main reason for why the authors of this study concluded that 
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this seizure detection method is only effective for patient-specific seizure detection 
(Shoeb et al., 2004).  A block diagram of this algorithm is shown in Figure 4 where the 
feature extraction boxes represent the step where frequency power is quantified.  Due to 
the inability of a patient specific seizure detector gaining widespread acceptance in the 
clinical setting, this algorithm design was not practical.  In addition, there are other 
features of a seizure which are not contained in frequency power.  With these two 
disadvantages in mind, an algorithm was devised which uses a vast array of different 
features and does not depend on the spatial configuration of electrode involvement.   
 
Figure 4: Block diagram showing the architecture of the Shoeb algorithm.  Feature 
extraction was accomplished by measuring the frequency content of 21 channels which 
was combined into one large feature vector.  The spatial correlations between channels 
was maintained and allowed for very specific detections within patients.  The temporal 
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constraint was a step which required all events be at least 6 seconds in duration.  This 
figure was reproduced from Shoeb et al., 2004.   
 
1.4 Data Classification Methods 
The usual method for detecting a given event involves thresholding a 
measurement and determining when that measure crosses the threshold.  This usually 
requires an optimization procedure in order to define the best threshold.  As an alternative 
to thresholding each individual measure to indicate whether a seizure is present in a 
segment of EEG, a method using support vector machines (SVM) can be used.  The SVM 
technique is a statistical classification system that can be trained to sort data belonging to 
two different classes (seizure and non-seizure) (Amari, 1999).  The inputs to the SVM are 
called features which make up the feature space (a high dimensional space used for 
classification).  Each feature is designated an axis in this space such that the number of 
dimensions in the feature space is equal to the number of features.  Given that the 
features are able to discriminate the two classes, there should be clusters in the feature 
space corresponding to the two classes.  The SVM optimizes the margin between the two 
classes during training and creates a decision boundary for future classification (Shoeb et 
al., 2004; Jain et al., 2000).  The function that forms the decision boundary, called the 
kernel, can be one of the following types: linear, quadratic, radial basis function, 
polynomial, or a multilayer perceptron.   
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Figure 5: Two dimensional projection of the feature space with autocorrelation-entropy 
on the y-axis and variance on the x-axis.  The “0” class represents the non-seizure data 
points and the “1” class represents the seizure class.  The data points enclosed in circles 
are the support vectors which were used for defining the decision boundary.  On the 
bottom and right hand side of the figure there are histogram plots showing how well the 
two classes are separated when only one measure is used.  Ideally, two peaks should be 
present in these histograms however the separation between classes is only evident when 
both measures are used as shown in the 2D plot. 
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Another method for classification which has been much more extensively used in 
the field of seizure detection is neural networks (Patnaik et al., 2008).  The mechanics of 
how neural networks and SVM’s classify a given dataset differ.  Neural networks form 
the decision boundary that minimizes the misclassification of data in the training set.  
SVM’s on the other hand maximize the distance in the feature space between the decision 
boundary and the most similar samples from each class.  SVM’s are better suited for 
seizure detection for two reasons.  First, SVM’s provide superior classification of unseen 
data when compared to neural networks.  Second, neural networks require the same 
number of training samples from both classes where as SVM’s do not (Shoeb et al., 
2004).  Since nonseizure data greatly outnumbers seizure data in almost any dataset, this 
requirement limits the information the neural network knows about that class.    
Specific Aims 
Although epilepsy has been extensively studied in the laboratory and in the clinic, 
a generally accepted quantitative method of seizure detection has not been utilized.  The 
current method for seizure detection is a human EEG reviewer, known as an 
electroencephalographer, who decides when a seizure begins and ends by visual 
inspection of the EEG.  In addition to an extraordinary consumption of manpower, two 
research-based problems exist with this methodology.  First, there is an inherent potential 
for bias since results are dependent on which seizures are included in the testing datasets.  
Second, it is difficult to compare published results due to laboratories having potentially 
different qualitative seizure definitions (i.e. one lab may consider a short burst of spikes a 
seizure when another lab does not).  
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The long term goal of this work is to design a widely accepted method for 
defining and detecting seizure activity using an unsupervised algorithm.  Since anti-
seizure interventions are measured by the lack of seizure activity, a clear definition of 
that activity is needed in order for any treatment method to be accurately assessed.  Once 
this is accomplished a number of clinical and laboratory advancements can be made.  For 
example, reproducible results between laboratories will allow treatments to be 
implemented into the clinical setting more quickly and reliably. The short term objectives 
are to design a novel seizure detection algorithm which will be used in our laboratory to 
identify seizures in rat and human data.  In addition, the detection ability of the proposed 
algorithm will be compared to a commercially available algorithm.  The central 
hypothesis behind this work is that seizures produce a detectable change in the EEG 
recording and an algorithm can be used to detect those changes.  Based on the literature 
and preliminary analysis, seizures produce stable and dynamic changes from one seizure 
to another.  If a measure can be developed to detect the more stable characteristics of a 
seizure, the majority of seizures could be detected using that measure.  Furthermore, it is 
hypothesized that a combination of measures will perform better at detecting seizures 
than any single measurement.  The rationale behind using multiple measurements is that 
there is a greater probability that one of the measures will detect a given seizure thus 
increasing algorithm performance. 
 We plan to test our central hypothesis and accomplish the objective of this 
proposal by pursuing the following two specific aims: 
1. Design a seizure detection algorithm. 
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Based on preliminary studies, a number of EEG/LFP measures are able to 
detect seizure activity.  The working hypothesis is that a combination of these 
measures will be able to be implemented into an algorithm for greater 
performance than any single measure.   
2. Compare algorithm detection ability to an existing algorithm. 
The ability to detect not only the occurrence of a seizure but specifically when 
the seizure begins is a valuable clinical and research tool.  The working 
hypothesis here is that by comparing novel algorithms against current methods 
of seizure detection, new directions and advancements can be made in the 
field of seizure detection.   
 The innovative part of the algorithm is the measures that are used to detect seizure 
activity.  The most common and basic features of a seizure is an increase in signal 
amplitude.  However since this is relative to the baseline activity, it is difficult and 
impractical to implement in an algorithm since it requires prior information about the 
recording.  In order to overcome this limitation and allow a virtually independent 
algorithm that can be used on completely unseen data, new measurements were 
developed based on phase and frequency analysis.  It is expected that a greater 
knowledge of electrographic seizures and what exactly characterizes a seizure will be 
better understood at the conclusion of this study.  In addition, it is expected that this 
method of seizure detection will be successful in our lab and greatly facilitate future 
research in the field of epilepsy.  Depending on the comparison with current methods, it 
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is possible that this method of seizure detection could even be adopted by other 
laboratories.  The clinical applications of this work include an automated method for 
reviewing hours of EEG data as well as detecting seizure onset in real time so that 
intervention or focus localization techniques can be performed (such as injection of 
radiotracers).   
 
2 Methods 
2.1 Animal Model Study  
Data Collection 
All methods described here and procedures performed in this study were 
approved by the Drexel University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.  Six 
Long Evans rats were purchased from Harlan Laboratories and were approximately 8-11 
weeks old by the start of experiments.  Each rat was prepared with the same general 
procedures including electrode and cannula guide implantation and after a period of 
surgery recovery, each rat was infused with kainic acid (KA) to induce acute seizures.   
Video and electrographic neural recordings were subsequently performed for 
approximately 8-10 hours post KA infusion.  
Surgery and Implantations   
Rats were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injections of Nembutal in order to 
complete the implantations scheduled for that rat (exact amounts varied).  With the 
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exception of one rat, two microwire electrode bundles (8 channels each) were implanted 
in each rat.  In addition, rats were equipped with a cannula guide that allowed access to 
the brain without additional surgery.  This cannula guide, akin to a small tube, was used 
to insert a cannula into a specific region of the hippocampus and infuse 400 ng of KA 
dissolved in 200 nL of saline.  Microwires and the cannula guide were lowered to specific 
locations of the hippocampus with sub-millimeter precision using a stereotactic device.  
Once the implants were in place, dental cement (PMMA) was used to affix the implants 
to the skull of the rat.  The specifics of each rat’s surgery can be found in Table 1.  Note 
that even though two electrode bundles were implanted in most rats, only one channel 
from one microelectrode bundle was used for seizure detection.  Cannula guide 
implantation and post-surgery kainic acid infusion is most similar to the methods used by 
Bragin and colleagues (Bragin et al., 2004).   
 
Table 1: Specific data recorded during the surgery and kainic acid (KA) infusion.  Each 
rat was named with the prefix “E” followed by a number.  The data given for each rat 
includes weight at the time of surgery, the time between surgery and the infusion of KA, 
the lesion coordinates (all within the CA3 of the hippocampus), the location with respect 
to the electrode used for seizure detection, and the electrode coordinates.  Note that in 
most rats two electrodes were implanted (ipsilateral and contralateral) however only one 
channel from one electrode was used for seizure detection. 
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Kainic Acid Infusion and Data Acquisition   
After a recovery period of at least one week, rats recorded for 1-2 hours to obtain 
a pre-KA, baseline period of recording.  After baseline recording, rats were temporarily 
anesthetized using isoflurane for the infusion of KA.  The cannula guide plug was 
removed, the cannula was inserted to the correct depth (determined by the length of the 
guide), and the cannula slowly (over a period of 5 minutes) infused KA into the 
hippocampus.  The cannula was left in place for approximately 10 minutes to allow for 
KA diffusion into the brain tissue before the cannula was removed.  After cannula 
removal, the rat was placed inside a recording chamber and was continuously recorded 
for the next 8-10 hours which is when seizures started to decrease in frequency.  Data 
acquisition was accomplished using equipment and software from Plexon Instruments 
including two headstages, two pre-amplifiers, a multichannel acquisition processor, and 
recording software which acquired local field potential (LFP) signals and single neuron 
spikes.   
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 The LFP data was lowpass filtered at 500 Hz by the pre-amplifiers and sampled at 
either 1kHz or 2kHz.  Each file was approximately 15 minutes to 1 hour in duration and 
sometimes was shorter due to the headstage falling out while the rat was being active in 
the recording chamber.  LFP files were originally saved as Plexon’s ddt file format but 
was later converted into Matlab® files for convenience.  Once in Matlab®, other signal 
processing steps were performed before being used by the algorithm.  The signal 
amplitude was normalized by the dividing by the standard deviation of a fixed duration 
(30 seconds) of non-seizure data.  The sampling frequency of the signal was then 
decreased to 250Hz for three reasons.  First, variations in sampling frequency can always 
be normalized to 250Hz making the dataset consistent.  Second, published seizure 
detecting measures which were tested in this study were implemented using signals 
sampled at 250Hz.  Changing the sampling frequency could potentially change what 
signal characteristics the algorithm is detecting.  Third, in order to make an algorithm that 
works on any dataset, the present algorithm was chosen to be implemented using the 
lowest commonly used sampling frequency in the clinical setting (250Hz).  If, for 
example, the algorithm was optimized for signals sampled at 2kHz, the algorithm would 
have to be completely re-configured to work on data collected at 250Hz.   
Based on the work of Meier et al. (2008), the idea of using a smoothing filter 
known as the Savitzky–Golay filter was studied as a potential to increase the detection 
ability of the proposed algorithm.  Smoothing filters are commonly used in EEG data to 
make artifacts less predominant and decrease the level of high frequency noise.  The 
Savitzky–Golay filter was only applied to the signal for those seizure detection measures 
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which benefited from the filtering.  Otherwise the Savitzky–Golay filter was not used at 
all.  The method for determining the increase in detection ability was the K-factor metric 
calculated using the following equation:  
  2/21
21
vv
mm
k


 ,  
where m1 and v1 are the mean and variance of the non-seizure data and m2 and v2 are 
the mean and variance of the seizure data.  As previously mentioned, this pre-processing 
of the signal was only performed on one channel of one of the microwire electrodes.  Due 
to the eight channels on each microwire having nearly identical signals, it was 
hypothesized that the microwires were extremely close to another and including more 
channels would not give any additional information.  Since most animals early in the 
study were implanted with only one microwire bundle and the future surgery plans were 
uncertain, the possibility of using one channel from two microwire bundles was not an 
option.    
Feature Extraction 
Most seizure detection algorithms use well-known signal processing techniques to 
measure certain features in the EEG signal.  A large number of published algorithms, for 
example, rely on quantifying frequency power using power spectral analysis.  Some 
algorithms, however, use novel measures which are designed specifically for seizure 
detection.  In this thesis, seizure detection methods from the literature have been 
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researched and compiled.  A list of measurements and the signal characteristic being 
detected is shown in Table1 followed by a more technical description of their calculation.   
Table 2: List of measurements obtained from scientific literature 
 
 
Fractal Dimension: EEG signals consist of both harmonic and non-harmonic (fractal) 
elements.  The power spectral density (PSD) of such a signal is characterized by a 
frequency-power-law dependence (1/f
-β).  The fractal exponent, β, has been shown to be 
highly correlated with the non-linear correlation dimension which is used as an index of 
EEG complexity (Pereda et al., 1998).  The fractal exponent can be obtained by taking 
the power spectrum (Welch's averaged modified periodogram method), rescaling to log-
log axes, and taking the negative slope of the resulting curve within a certain frequency 
range.  In this study, the frequency range used was 3-70 Hz (dotted lines in Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Illustration showing how the fractal exponent (slopes of the two linear lines 
shown above) changes between two brain states: seizure and non-seizure.  Segments of 
LFP data (30 seconds for both seizure and non-seizure) were analyzed using power 
spectral analysis (Welch’s method).  With axes scaled using the natural logarithm, the 
spectral plot for non-seizure and seizure data are shown above with linear curve fitting 
applied to the region of data between the dotted lines.     
 
Wavelet Entropy: The wavelet transform has become a popular method for analyzing 
the frequency components in non-stationary signals (signals that change their frequency 
composition over the course of time) such as EEG.  Every wavelet analysis is performed 
by using a mother wavelet which is a quickly vanishing oscillation with good time and 
frequency localization.   The wavelet can then be stretched, or expanded, to different 
frequencies and also translated across the signal.  When the wavelet of a certain 
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frequency is moved across a signal, and the wavelet matches the frequency of the 
oscillation in that signal, the wavelet coefficient has a higher value than if the frequency 
did not coincide.  In this way, the frequency components of the signal are quantified and 
based on how far the wavelet was translated across the signal, the time period in which 
that frequency is prominent is determined.  The result of the wavelet transform is a 
frequency distribution of relative energy from the signal as a function of time.  The 
information theory measure, entropy, can then be used to measure whether there is a peak 
in the given frequency distribution.  Peaked frequency distributions represent a highly 
ordered signal while a flat distribution represents an unordered, or complex, signal.  
When there is a dominant frequency present in a signal, such is the case in some seizure 
morphologies, the wavelet entropy decreases in magnitude.     
 
Figure 7: Plots of wavelet energy (top) and wavelet entropy (bottom) for nonseizure and 
seizure data. The wavelet transform was used to decompose the LFP signal into four 
frequency bands which roughly correspond to the EEG frequency bands delta, theta, 
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alpha, and beta.  Shannon’s Entropy was then calculated using this time-frequency data to 
determine if there is a dominant frequency.   
 
Autocorrelation: This novel autocorrelation measure was developed by White and 
coworkers using epileptic data obtained from an animal model.  This measure is not a 
true autocorrelation measure which is a cross-correlation of the signal with itself; 
however, it measures the same phenomena (rhythmic, similar amplitude waveforms).  
The first step in calculating this measure is split up the data into 360 millisecond (msec) 
windows which is then shifted along the signal using a step size of 120 msec.  In each 
360 msec window, the first 120 msec was compared to the following 240 msec.  The 
minimum and maximum was found for each of these segments and the amount of overlap 
was summed (units of this measure are therefore mV).  Figure 8 illustrates how this 
measure works on a given signal.  The autocorrelation measurement is simply the 
summation of the height of the red arrow in Figure 8.    
 
Figure 8:  The “autocorrelation metric” was found using the overlap in amplitude of the 
first 30 data points (120 msec) with the second 60 points (240 msec). When a strong 
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periodic or rhythmic signal exists (such as a seizure), the overlap was significant as seen 
in the left plot. The green lines indicate the amplitude of the first 120 msec, the blue 
indicates the range of the following 240 msec, and the red arrow indicates the overlap. 
The plot on the right shows a characteristic signal obtained from a non-seizure segment 
of EEG.  The non-rhythmic nature of this signal resulted in a small overlap.  Reproduced 
from: White et al. (2006) 
 
Mobility and Variance: Mobility and variance were originally cited in a paper by Hjorth 
in 1970 however variance has been used since then as an EEG statistical measure (Hjorth, 
1970; McSharry et al, 2003).  Variance simply measures changes in signal amplitude, or 
power, irrespective of the signals frequency components.  It is calculated by sliding a 
window across the EEG/LFP signal and calculating the variance as the squared standard 
deviation of the windowed signal (Figure 9).  Mobility is calculated by taking the 
standard deviation of the slope within a given window of time.  Slope was calculated by 
using the discrete derivative function “diff” in Matlab®.  A spike-wave complex seizure, 
for example, will have a high slope component (spike) followed by a low slope 
component (wave), resulting in an increase in mobility (compared to baseline EEG) as 
seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Four timeseries showing the original LFP signal  with a seizure starting at 
approximately the 17 seconds mark (top), the variance of that signal (second from top), 
the discrete derivative (second from bottom), and the standard deviation of the discrete 
derivative (bottom).  The LFP signal and the derivative of the signal is sampled at 250 Hz 
and the variance and mobility measure were calculated using a 2-second window which 
is shifted using a step size of 1 second.  
 
The new seizure detection measurements that were designed for this specific 
algorithm include phasejumps, slope index, and autocorrelation-entropy.  Phasejumps 
detected the presence of slow, ordered waveforms by measuring essentially the start of an 
oscillation.  Slope-index measures low frequency or high amplitude EEG without a high 
frequency content but does not do so by measuring frequency using conventional 
methods (Fourier analysis).  The final measurement, autocorrelation-entropy, quantifies 
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rhythmic oscillations using a combination of techniques including the autocorrelation 
function, wavelet decomposition, and Shannon’s Entropy.   
Phasejumps: An oscillating signal can be described, using Euler’s formula, as a phasor 
which rotates around the complex plane.  Every time the phasor crosses the negative side 
of the real axis, the angle term jumps from +π (180º) to –π (-180º) and a new oscillation 
begins.  The higher the frequency, the faster the phasor rotates and the more phasejumps 
occur.  In normal EEG, the signal is fairly chaotic and produces a high number of 
phasejumps due to the random mixing of different oscillations.  Seizure EEG, however, is 
usually characterized by a dominant frequency which produces less phasejumps.  
Phasejumps are therefore a measure of slow waves and a more ordered (single frequency) 
signal.   This measure is calculated using the Hilbert transform which converts the signal 
into a real part and an imaginary part.  From this information, the phase angle can be 
calculated using the equation: 
. 
In order to detect the phasejumps that occur in the phase angle plot shown in Figure 10, 
the discrete derivative is taken and a threshold is set at 4.  The maximum phase jump is 
theoretically 2π, however, in a noisy signal such as EEG or LFP a value less than this is 
possible.  The value was set at 4 based on its ability to best discriminate between seizure 
and non-seizure states as determined using k-factor analysis.   
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Figure 10: Illustration of the steps required to calculate the seizure detection measure 
called phasejumps: use the Hilbert transform on the original signal, calculate the phase-
angle, and detect the phasejumps by setting a threshold on the derivative of the phase 
angle.  The plots on the left represent a non-seizure segment of LFP and the plots on the 
right represent a seizure data.   
 
Slope Index: The slope index is a measure of how often the slope of the signal changes.  
Given 10 data points, the slope index measure first determines if more than 7 consecutive 
points are all positive or negative in slope.  If so, it takes that number of points (either 8, 
9, or 10) and exponentiates that number (e
[8,9 or 10]
).  Similar to the phasejump 
measurement, the slope index measure increases during periods of slow waves and the 
occurrence of a dominant frequency.  Increases in amplitude, however, also play a role 
since large waves tend to take longer reach the peak amplitude.   
 
  9,8,7 oreSlopeIndex
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Autocorrelation-Entropy: The autocorrelation function provides a measure of 
rhythmicity by taking the cross-correlation of a signal with itself.  In the case of a 
repeating pattern, such as seizure spikes, the autocorrelation results in regularly spaced 
peaks and troughs.  During non-seizure times when the signal is not rhythmic, the 
autocorrelation results in irregular peaks and troughs (Faul et al., 2005).  Regularity in 
peaks is the same as having a dominant frequency.  In theory, the entropy of the 
autocorrelation function should be able to quantify how regular the peaks are and 
therefore the level of rhythmic in the original signal.  The same wavelet entropy methods 
described above were used in this measure however the input signal was not the LFP 
signal but the result of the autocorrelation function.   
 
Figure 11: Changes observed in the autocorrelation function for nonseizure (left) and 
seizure (right) LFP segments. The top plots are the LFP signal, the middle plots is the 
autocorrelation output, and the bottom histograms are the energy distributions of the 
autocorrelation output.   
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 Parameter optimization for each measure was performed using k-factor analysis.  
For this analysis, no support vector machine training is performed.  Each measure is used 
on the training files and compiled into one large dataset; one seizure dataset and one 
nonseizure dataset for each measure.  The k-factor score was then calculated for each 
measure.  A given parameter of the measure would then be altered and the k-factor score 
would once again be calculated.  For example, the phasejumps threshold was adjusted to 
values between 3 and 2*Pi in order to find the optimal threshold which discriminates the 
two populations (seizure and nonseizure) most significantly.   
Training the Algorithm 
Each recorded file was reviewed using a Matlab® graphical user interface and 
seizures were marked by human observation (“by eye”).  The marked seizures were 
decided purely based on electrographic manifestations and did not require a motor 
component.  The only requirement that was used during seizure review was that a seizure 
must be at least 10 seconds in duration.  Some events that appeared abnormal but were 
less than 10 seconds were not counted.   
After all animal experimentation was complete; the files were compiled and were 
divided into two groups: the training dataset and the testing dataset.  This was done to 
obtain an unbiased measure of how well the algorithm performs which would not be 
attained if the algorithm was tested on the same data it was trained on.  The relative 
proportion of data put in each group was approximately 42% training data and 58% 
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testing data and was randomly selected from all six animals (training and testing datasets 
contained files from all six animals).  For convenience and time efficiency, the measures 
were calculated for the entire training set and saved into a Matlab® file for easy access. 
A file was custom-written in Matlab® to perform algorithm training quickly and 
easily by specifying a various parameters.  The parameters are: number of data points 
(the total number of points to be mapped into the feature space), percent non-seizure (the 
percent of the data points specified above that are non seizure data), percent seizure (the 
percent of the data points specified above that are seizure data), which measures to 
include (how many dimensions to the feature space), the kernel function (describes the 
type of function used to form the decision boundary) and finally the hyperparameter 
value (the parameter which moves the decision boundary more towards the seizure 
cluster or more towards the non-seizure cluster).  A large portion of this study went into 
investigating and optimizing each of these parameters which was conducted using the 
training data set.  All algorithms were generated using the sequential minimal 
optimization (SMO) method.   
Testing the Algorithm 
The majority of the testing that was performed with this algorithm was done with 
the pre-selected testing data set unless otherwise noted. The block diagram showing the 
step by step process of the algorithm is shown in Figure 12.  The algorithm uses a single 
channel which is the only input to the algorithm.  The signal is then filtered by the S. 
Golay filter depending on which features, or measurements, are used in the algorithm.  
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The measurements are then classified using a support vector machine algorithm.  A 
temporal constraint was also used in the animal study which removed events less than 10 
seconds. 
 
Figure 12: Block diagram of the multi-measurement support vector machine algorithm 
used for the animal study.  With the input of a single LFP/EEG channel a feature of that 
signal is extracted using a seizure detection measure and placed in a matrix for support 
vector machine classification.  Each row represents two seconds of LFP/EEG and n 
features describe the state of the brain during that time.  After the classification, short 
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events less than 10 seconds are removed and a binary output (seizure or nonseizure) is the 
final output of the algorithm.   
 
 
 After the testing files were classified, a series of steps were taken to determine the 
performance of the classification procedure.  These performance values included the 
number of seizures detected, the number of seizures missed, the number of false 
positives, and the summed duration of all the detected seizures, false positives, and true 
positives,  The summed duration values were in units of seconds and were used for the 
time based method described in Navakatikyan et al. (2006).  These summed values and 
the conditions of algorithm training were recorded on Excel for comparisons with 
previous and future data.  The equations used to calculate positive predictive value and 
sensitivity using the “liberal method” are (in reference to Figure 13): 
 
. 
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Figure 13: Illustration of the classification of EEG/LFP time segments with respect to a 
seizure detection algorithm and the true seizure events.  The top (a) figure are the 
designations for the calculation of sensitivity and PPV using the liberal method. 
Reproduced from Navakatikyan et al., 2006.   
 
ROC Curve Analysis 
 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated for a number of 
algorithms in order to optimize training parameters.  ROC curves are generated by 
adjusting the sensitivity of the algorithm through a range of values in order to identify the 
optimal setting for the application of the algorithm.  The area underneath this curve gives 
an absolute measure of how well the algorithm performs.  In order to adjust the 
sensitivity of an already trained algorithm, the hyperparameter (called sigma in 
Matlab®), was varied through an arbitrary range of values.  The resulting data points 
were fitted with a curve and the area underneath this curve was obtained in Matlab® 
through integration (using the “int” function).   
 
2.2 Human Epilepsy Study  
Data Collection 
 All human data was gathered during routine EEG evaluation of intensive care 
patients at Hahnemann University Hospital (Philadelphia, Pa).  All files used in this study 
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were recorded using a XLTEK (hardware) and NeuroWorks (software) system which 
were stored on compact disk.  The dataset used in the present study consisted of 131 
seizures recorded from seven unidentified patients.  Data was recorded using electrode 
placement according to the international 10-20 system and was reviewed by a trained 
neurologist.  The onset and offset of the seizure was marked and logged in a spreadsheet.  
All EEG files were exported from NeuroWorks and into ASCII files which were 
converted into Matlab® files where they were saved for later use.   
 The human data was sampled by the hospital at 500Hz which, as done in the 
animal study, was downsampled to 250Hz.  The amplitude of the EEG signals was 
normalized by dividing the signal by the standard deviation of a fixed amount of time (30 
seconds).  The Savitzky–Golay filter was once again used if any of the feature extracting 
measures increased their seizure detecting ability with the use of this filter (as determined 
using K-factor analysis).  
 
Feature Extraction 
Feature extraction was performed using the same features as described in the 
animal study with some minor parameter adjustments.  The parameters that could be 
adjusted, were systematically changed and the effects were measured using k-factor 
analysis (how well the measure discriminates between seizure and nonseizure data).  One 
of the main adjustments made in calculated the measures with the human data was that 
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the window size was increased from 2 seconds to 3 seconds (a step size of 1 second was 
still used).  Other changes made are listed in the following table: 
 
Table 3: List of changes made to measurement parameters used in the human as 
compared to the animal study. 
 
 
Training and Testing the Algorithm 
Training was performed using the same methods as in the animal study with a few 
differences.  Data was split up into a training dataset (3 patients) and a testing dataset (4 
patients: 93 seizures).  Each file had 30 channels of data and all thirty channels were used 
in this case since each channel is significantly different from each other.  Only one 
channel however was used from each file when training was performed.  The reason for 
this is because ultimately the algorithm will be used on a per channel basis (all 30 
channels will not be incorporated into one support vector) and since not all 30 channels 
will be capturing the seizure event, training on those channels would result in poor 
training (non-seizure data would be mixed with seizure data).  The channel that was used 
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for training was determined using the best average k-factor score for all measures.  The 
training data was accumulated and saved for quick training and further algorithm 
development.  As in the animal study, training was performed using a Matlab® script 
which required selecting the appropriate algorithm parameters.    
Testing the algorithm was performed and analyzed using the event-based method 
described in Navakatikyan et al. (2006), rather than the liberal time based method used in 
the animal study.  The reason for deviating from the methods used in the animal study 
was because of the aim to compare the algorithm with the commercially available 
XLTEK algorithm which only marked whether a seizure occurred but not the duration.  
The seizure event information given by the XLTEK program included only one timepoint 
which corresponds to the middle of the detected event.  No information about which 
channel the detection occurred on or the duration of the seizure is given.  The event-based 
performance metrics, sensitivity and PPV, are calculated using the equations: 
 
 
Design Criteria 
Algorithm performance depends on the quality of the recording, pre-processing of 
the EEG, and the algorithm itself.  The acute kainic acid rat model produces fairly chaotic 
EEG signals with different types of ictal discharges.  In addition, the method of recording 
the present dataset is prone to disconnection and therefore a large number of artifacts.  
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The variability in seizure morphologies and the high level of artifacts makes the present 
dataset very similar to human datasets.  The goals of the algorithm designer should also 
be considered when evaluating an algorithm.  For example, algorithm performance is 
often times traded for user-friendliness.  The Hopfengartner et al. algorithm published in 
2007 had the similar design goals as the present study and achieved a sensitivity of 
90.9%.  This performance values is also above that claimed by Saab et al. (2005) to be 
good enough for clinical implementation.   
1. Sensitivity: It is the goal of this study to obtain a sensitivity score better than 
90.9% which was obtained by a recently published algorithm by 
Hopfengartner et al. 
2. Positive predictive value (PPV) is rarely reported in human studies and could 
not be directly referenced from Hopfengartner et al.  The relationship between 
PPV and sensitivity is reciprocal; when one increases, the other decreases and 
vice versa.  The balance between these two parameters is referred to the basin 
of optimality in Osorio et al. (1998) and is usually the target region in which 
an algorithm should operate.  In such a case, PPV should be similar to 
sensitivity and therefore it is the goal of this study to obtain a PPV of 90.9%. 
3. Onset Localizing Ability: Seizure onset detection has been a small subfield of 
seizure detection in the past decade.  Recent published results include those 
such as Saab et al. (2005) with a median detection delay of 10 seconds and 
Shoeb et al. (2004) with a mean detection delay of 8 seconds.  It is the goal of 
this study to detect seizure onset within 5 seconds of electrographic onset.   
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3 Results 
3.1 Animal Model 
3.1.1 Feature Distributions 
Each of the previously described measurements produce an arbitrary number for 
each second of data it receives.  In order for that measure to have any seizure detection 
ability, the output must change when it receives seizure data.  The greater the separation 
between the seizure output number and the non-seizure output number, the better the 
ability to discriminate between the two.  This leads to better discrimination in the feature 
space once these measures are implemented into a SVM based algorithm.  High k-factor 
numbers indicate well separated distributions while low k-factor numbers indicate two 
similar distributions.  Unfiltered LFP and LFP smoothed with a 3
rd
 order S.Golay filter 
were used in the present k-factor analysis and the results are displayed in Table 4.  
Filtering a signal is often used to smooth out artifacts which can decrease false positives.   
 
Table 4: k-factor values for each seizure detection measure.  Both unfiltered and filtered 
LFP were used to determine if using a smoothing filter gives the measurement a better 
ability in separating non-seizure data from seizure data.  High k-factor numbers represent 
two well separated distributions.  The highest k-factor obtained was from the phasejump 
measurement and is highlighted in the table.   
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Smoothing the LFP prior to using the above measurements seems to be beneficial for 
some measures and detrimental to others.  Filtering the LFP prior to running the detection 
algorithm may be able to be used to increase performance.  This k-factor analysis is 
crucial to understanding each measure’s ability in discriminating seizure activity and 
ultimately understanding what signal properties define a seizure.  Knowing the 
contribution each measure provides to the SVM can also be used to reduce the number of 
features and therefore increase efficiency.   
3.1.2 Measurement Similarity Analysis and Rankings 
 One of the aims of this study was to determine which characteristics of a seizure 
are most fundamental.  This question can essentially be answered using k-factor analysis 
or the performance metrics such as PPV and sensitivity.  A related question is which 
measure provides the most information to the support vector machine classifier.  To 
answer the latter question, principal component analysis was attempted on the feature 
extraction measures however no consistent component was given the highest weighting.  
Therefore in order to further investigate which measure provides the most information to 
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the SVM classifier, each measure was ranked according to highest average PPV and 
sensitivity value and ranked according to each measures k-factor score.  The resulting 
rankings are displayed in Table 5.  The two different ranking schemes produced very 
similar results.  The most powerful measure was mobility in both tests indicating that this 
measure discriminates between nonseizure and seizure data better than the rest and also 
has the highest average sensitivity and PPV score.   
 
Table 5:  Feature extracting measurements ranked according to two criteria: k-factor 
score (left) and average performance using the PPV and sensitivity metrics (right).  In 
both cases, mobility was the most superior measurement.   
 
 
 In order to determine how similar the measures were to each other, irrespective of 
absolute value or amplitude, cross correlation analysis was performed.  In this analysis, 
signals that have similar peaks and troughs will have a cross correlation value of +1, 
signals with no matching peaks or troughs have a zero cross correlation value, and signals 
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which have peaks lined up with troughs receive a -1 value.  In Table 6, the cross 
correlation values comparing two given measures are indicated in matrix form with 
colors representing those values which are higher than the rest.  Although the aim of this 
analysis was to determine which measures are redundant and could be eliminated from 
the SVM, however it was found that adding variance or mobility when the other measure 
is already included can still be beneficial.  For example, when variance was added to the 
SVM, the sensitivity increased from 73.8% to 74% and the PPV increased from 91.4% to 
92.6%.  Another instance using a lower dimension SVM, sensitivity increased from 
82.8% to 93.1% and PPV decreased to a lesser extent from 90.3% to 87.3% with the 
addition of variance.  These results suggest that redundant measures can still be beneficial 
to the overall detection performance of the algorithm.   
 
Table 6: Cross correlation matrix showing the similarity between eight seizure detection 
measures.  The lower left half of the table is identical to the upper right half of the table 
and therefore only one half was color coded.  The color code is below the table where 
“C” represents the cross correlation value which is between -1 and 1.  Values of 1 and -1 
represent very correlated measurements and a value close to zero represents no 
correlation.   
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3.1.3 Training the Algorithm: Parameter Optimization 
Matlab® offers a number of functions that are capable of solving for the optimal 
decision boundary which is also commonly called a hyperplane.  These function are 
called the SVM kernel function and can be of the following types: linear, quadratic, radial 
basis function (RBF), polynomial, or multilayer perceptron (MLP).  Seizure detection 
ability was quantified using the performance metrics called positive predictive value 
(PPV) and sensitivity using the method described in the methods.  Sensitivity was used as 
the main determining factor when selecting which kernel function to use for further 
analysis.  A low PPV indicates the occurrence of false positives which is more easily 
rectifiable than missed seizures.  One technique that could lower the number of false 
positives is removing any events which are below 5 seconds.  As long as all seizure 
events are larger than this, which is a fairly accurate assumption, the PPV will increase 
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will no change in sensitivity.  It was therefore decided that the radial basis (RBF) kernel 
would be used in further analysis.   
 
Table 7: Comparison of seizure detection ability between multiple SVM kernel functions.  
Seizure detection ability was quantified using positive predictive value and sensitivity.  
Positive Predictive value is calculated as the total time detected which overlaps with a 
marked seizure divided by all detected events (measure of false positives relative to the 
amount of seizure activity).  Sensitivity is calculated as the total detected seizure time 
divided by the time spent in seizure marked “by eye” (indicates what percentage of 
seizures was detected).   
 
 
The parameters which need to be optimized for training the algorithm using the 
radial basis function include: total number of total data points and the ratio of nonseizure 
to seizure data.  The first test that was performed was one which kept the total number of 
training data points fixed (3000 data points), and the ratio of nonseizure to seizure data 
was varied.  The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 14.  As this figure shows, the 
PPV increases as more nonseizure data is included in the training and at the same time 
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sensitivity decreases.  However, from this plot it is uncertain that sensitivity is decreasing 
because less seizure data is being used for training, if more nonseizure data is being used 
for training, or both.  To answer this question, a fixed amount of seizure data was used 
and nonseizure data was increased in increments of a thousand as shown in Figure 15a.  
In a similar approach, a fixed amount of nonseizure data was used and seizure data was 
increased in increments of a thousand as shown in Figure 15b.    
 
Figure 14:  Performance of the SVM algorithm as a function of the ratio of nonseizure 
data to seizure data in the training dataset.  The performance is determined using the 
testing dataset and the sensitivity (blue) and PPV (red) were calculated for each training 
condition.  As more nonseizure data and less seizure data is used for training, sensitivity 
decreases and PPV increases.   
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Figure 15: Performance of SVM algorithms  (sensitivity and PPV) as a function of 
nonseizure training data points (top) and seizure training data points (bottom).  As the 
amount of nonseizure training data increases, PPV increases and sensitivity decreases.  
As the amount of seizure training data is increased, sensitivity increases and PPV 
decreases.  The top graph was generated while keeping the amount of seizure data points 
constant at 11,000 and the bottom graph was generated by keeping the amount of 
nonseizure data points fixed at 11,000 points.   
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 Although these figures give important information on how training data effects 
the performance of the algorithm, it does not give a clear answer to what is the optimal 
nonseizure to seizure ratio.  In order to find this answer, a method for determining the 
overall performance of an algorithm was used which is called the area underneath the 
receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC).  Figure 16 shows the AUROC value as 
the ratio of nonseizure to seizure data is varied.  Note that the maximum value which the 
AUROC value can have is 100.  The same method was also used to find the optimum 
total number of training data points which is shown in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 16: The area under the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUROC) was used 
as a measure of overall algorithm performance and was calculated as a function of the 
ratio of nonseizure to seizure training data.  As observed in the plot, too much of either 
data class (seizure or nonseizure) results in poor performance as compared to algorithms 
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trained more equal quantities of each class.  The peak which occurs in this plot, 
corresponding to the optimal training conditions, is at a nonseizure to seizure ratio of 
40:60 meaning that given an algorithm is trained with 500 datapoints, 40% should be 
nonseizure (200 data points) and 60% should be seizure data (300 data points).  Note that 
the maximum AUROC value attainable is 100.   
 
 
Figure 17: The area under the reciever operator characteristic curve (AUROC) was 
calculated as a function of total training data in order to find the optimal quantitiy of 
training data.  As shown in this figure, too much or too little trianing data can be 
detrimental to the performance of the algorithm.  The peak AUROC value obtained in 
this analysis occurred at 500 data points which is the optimal training conditions.   Note 
that the highest atainable AUROC value is 100.   
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 From calculating the area under the receiver operating characteristic curves, it was 
found that the optimal algorithm has 500 total data points and 40% of those points are in 
the nonseizure training class and 60% of them are of the seizure training class.  However 
when the algorithm was tested using these values, the design criteria was not met (above 
90% sensitivity and PPV).  Most algorithms had a high sensitivity however their PPV 
value was not above 90% (highest was 82%) and could not be adjusted using the 
hyperparameter (a parameter which adjust algorithm sensitivity and PPV) to achieve this 
value.    One approach to alleviate this problem was to change one of the training 
parameters.  In order to find which parameter effects sensitivity and PPV most 
efficiently, 3-dimensional plots showing the effects of the two training parameters are 
shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19.  From this analysis, it was decided that the ratio of 
nonseizure to seizure data could be changed to alter the PPV and sensitivity in a way 
which was not possible by adjusting the hyperparameter.   
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Figure 18:  3-dimensional plot showing the dependence the sensitivity of the SVM 
algorithm on two factors: the nonseizure:seizure ratio and the total number of training 
data points.  Sensitivity shows only a small dependence on total amount of training data 
however the relative proportion of nonseizure and seizure training data points does effect 
sensitivity significantly.  The highest sensitivity occurs when the ratio of nonseizure to 
seizure data is low (mostly seizure training data is used).   
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Figure 19:  3-dimensional plot showing the dependence the positive predictive value 
(PPV) metric has on the ratio of nonseizure to seizure training data and the total number 
of training data points.  The total number of training data points is shown to have little 
effect on PPV while the relative proportion of nonseizure and seizure training data does 
have a significant effect.  The highest PPV values are obtained when the training data is 
mostly nonseizure (high nonseizure to seizure ratio).   
 
3.1.4 Measurement Selection 
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 Measurement selection could be performed by trying every potential combination 
of measures which would surmount to a total of 255 algorithms that would all need 
testing.  The method for selecting the number of measures (which equals the 
dimensionality of the feature space) as well as which measures to include was determined 
by sequentially adding measures to the algorithm starting with the best measurement and 
ending with the worst measurement as determined by the two ranking schemes described 
above.  The results of this analysis can be summarized by their effects on the PPV and 
sensitivity as shown in Figure 20.   
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Figure 20: Performance of a set of algorithms as a function increasing features extraction 
measures in order of two different ranking schemes.  The top plot shows feature 
extraction measures being added in order from highest to lowest k-factor score.  The 
bottom plot shows measures being added to the SVM in order from highest to lowest 
average PPV and sensitivity.  The x-axis can also be thought of as the number of 
dimensions in the feature space.  The 4-dimension feature space using k-factor’s ranking 
include mobility, rhythmicity, variance, and phasejumps while the 5-dimension feature 
space using the PPV/sensitivity ranking has the same four measures with the addition of 
the slope-index.   
 
3.1.5 Testing the Algorithm: Results 
 Using the two sets of measures (one 4-dimensional SVM, and one 5-dimensional 
SVM) which were obtained from the two ranking schemes, the algorithms were trained 
using the ratio of nonseizure and seizure training data as a variable as suggested by the 3-
dimensional plots shown previously.  The ratio of nonseizure to seizure data was adjusted 
in increments of 10% until the both the PPV and sensitivity was close to or higher than 
90%. In Table 8, the highest attainable sensitivity and PPV are shown for both 
algorithms.   Although the 5-dimension SVM has a higher sensitivity, the PPV value did 
not meet the design criteria of 91% or higher.  Therefore, the 4-dimensional SVM was 
chosen to be used in further analysis.  The 4-dimension algorithm included measures 
mobility, variance, rhythmicity, and phasejumps.   
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Table 8: Algorithm performance comparison between two algorithms developed using 
four of the best measurements (as determined using k-factor analysis) and five of the best 
measurements (as determined using the average value of sensitivity and PPV).  Since four 
and five measurements were used, the two SVMs had four (4D) and five (5D) dimensions 
in their feature space, respectively.  The 4D algorithm included measures: mobility, 
variance, rhythmicity, and phasejumps.  The 5D algorithm had the same measures with 
the fifth measurement being the slope index.   
 
 
The present testing dataset included a mixed group of files from all six animals 
used in this study.  One question that is unanswered is how variable the performance of 
the algorithm is between animals (inter-patient variability).  In order to answer this 
question, the testing dataset was divided into subgroups and testing was performed on 
each rat individually.  The results of this analysis are shown in Table 9.  A similar 
question relates to how patient specific the algorithm is and this was tested by training the 
algorithm on data from three animals and testing on data from 3 completely different 
animals.  The performance of this algorithm on animals which were not in the training set 
is shown in Table 10. 
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Table 9: Performance of an algorithm trained on all six animals (E24, E25, E26, E27, 
E28, and E29) listed individually to show the variability between animals.  The lowest 
sensitivity animal was E29 and the highest was E26.  The only difference between these 
trials was that the testing datasets for each rat was different and contained different 
amounts of seizures.  
 
Table 10: Performance (sensitivity and PPV) of an algorithm trained on three animals and 
tested on three completely new animals.  A comparison of these two results indicates the 
patient specificity of the algorithm.  Very similar results indicate that the algorithm is not 
patient specific and can be implemented on new patients without training.   
 
Algorithm Tested on 
Animals Used in Training 
Set 
Algorithm Tested on 
Animals Not Used in 
Training Set 
 Sensitivity (%) 93.3 96.7 
PPV (%) 91.7 81.7 
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In order to prove or disprove the central hypothesis of this thesis, each individual 
measure was implemented on the same data set and used the same SVM classification 
method for seizure detection.  The ability to perform better than the multi-measurement 
SVM or satisfy the design criteria will be evaluated.  As shown in table 11, none of the 
single measurement SVM algorithms were able to perform better than the multi-
measurement SVM.  This data shows evidence that the central hypothesis of this thesis is 
correct.   
Table 11:  Performance of single measurement algorithms using support vector machines 
as compared to the multi-measurement support vector machine algorithm.  The “*” 
before the measurement name indicates the novel measurements designed in this study.  
The highlighted algorithm at the end of the table is the multi-measurement SVM 
algorithm.  Note that no single measurement algorithms were able to satisfy the design 
criteria set in the beginning of the study (91% sensitivity and PPV).   
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 As part of this studies design criteria, it was desired that the algorithm have less 
than 5 seconds of latency to detect a seizure.  This means that from the time the EEG/LFP 
reviewer marks when a seizure starts, the algorithm must detect that seizure within 5 
seconds.  Figure 21 shows a histogram plot of all the detected seizures and when they 
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were detected with respect to the gold standard, the EEG/LFP reviewer.  From this data, 
the mean latency to detection was calculated to be 4.3 seconds which meets the pre-
determined design criteria.   
 
Figure 21: Detected seizure onset deviations from the seizure onset determined “by eye”.  
The negative numbers indicate seizure detections which started before the seizure started 
and the positive numbers indicate the latency to detection (in seconds).  The peak at zero 
indicates that the algorithm is most likely to detect the onset correctly (with a resolution 
of one second).   
 
3.2 Human Epilepsy Study 
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As indicated by Figure 22, the same measurements used to detect seizures in 
intracranial rat data can be used for human scalp EEG data.  It is noted that a number of 
measurements switched orientation when used on human scalp EEG data.  Wavelet 
entropy, phasejumps, and autocorrelation-entropy decreased during seizure periods in the 
rat intracranial data and now increase during seizure in the human scalp data.  Similarly, 
the fractal exponent and slope index measures increased during seizure in the rat data and 
now decrease during seizure in the human data.  It is expected that this change is due to 
different background frequencies in intracranial versus scalp EEG as well as differences 
in the brain rhythms observed in the respective locations.  The rat hippocampus, for 
example, is known for having a dominant theta rhythm (6 Hz) while it was found that the 
dominant frequencies in scalp EEG data are 1-2 Hz.  Nevertheless, the present data 
suggests that the same measures can be used in a similar multi-measurement SVM 
algorithm to detect seizures in human datasets.  Also, the measurements used here can be 
argued to be detecting a fundamental property of a seizure due to its successfully ability 
to detect seizure activity between species and with different recording types.  Upon 
implementation of this algorithm, further analysis and testing was performed.   
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Figure 22: Measurement plots produced using human scalp EEG data.  Each of the eight 
different measurements (Autocorrelation, Wavelet Entropy, Fractal Exponent, Mobility, 
Variance, Phasejumps, Autocorrelation-Entropy, and Slope Index) were used to generate 
plots of the measurement output on the y-axis and time on the x-axis.  The EEG 
recording is 16.5 minutes long and contains two seizures indicated by black rectangle 
pulses.  The seizure onset is the first vertical line and the seizure ends at the second 
vertical line (for each seizure).   
 
3.2.1 Measurement Optimization 
 After the human data was pre-processed (including a 60Hz bandstop filter and 
normalizing the amplitude by the standard deviation of the signal), k-factor analysis was 
used to determine if the S. Golay should be used prior to the calculation of specific 
measures and also for optimization of measurement parameters.  Table 12 shows the 
resulting k-factor scores before and after S. Golay filtering and Table 13 shows the 
changes made in the measurement parameters.   
 
 
Table 12: k-factor analysis results for deciding whether the signal should be filtered using 
the S. Golay filter prior to measurement calculation.  Given the results of this analysis, 
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the signal was filtered using the S. Golay filter prior to the calculation of the fractal 
exponent, mobility, phasejumps, autocorrelation-entropy, and slope-index.   
 
 
Table 13: Using k-factor analysis, measurement parameters were optimized for the 
human scalp EEG data.  Not all measurements had parameters that could be adjusted 
however these four measurement parameters were changed in all further work using the 
human data.  The wavelet number parameter is a name given to the mother wavelet 
wchihc describes the smoothness of the wavelet.   
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3.2.2 Training Optimization 
 Although training optimization was already performed in the animal study, it 
could not be assumed that the same trends were stay accurate for the human data.  Since 
this is the case, a range of training parameters were tested.  The total number of training 
data points was shown to be 500 in the animal study and this parameter value was re-
tested here in addition to 300 and 1000 data points.  Both the 300 data point algorithm 
and the 1000 data point algorithm resulted in slightly less values in both PPV and 
sensitivity.  For this reason all further algorithm training was performed using 500 total 
data points as in the animal study.   
 The next variable that was optimized was the ratio of those 500 points which are 
nonseizure versus those that are seizure data.  In the animal study, the optimum ratio 
between nonseizure and seizure training data was 80% nonseizure and 20% seizure.  As 
shown in Table 14, the opposite trend seems to be true for the human data.  The 50:50 
nonseizure: seizure ratio produced superior sensitivity and PPV as compared to the 
algorithm which was trained with a 80:20 nonseizure: seizure ratio.   
 
Table 14: The effects of varying the amount of seizure and nonseizure data during human 
data training.  The total amount of data was fixed at 500 data points and the ratio of 
nonseizure to seizure data was tested at three values: 50:50, 60:40, and 80:20. 
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3.2.3 Testing the Algorithm 
 The ultimate goal of this human study is to compare the performance of the 
proposed algorithm to a competing algorithm which in this case is commercially 
available.  The detection performance of the competing algorithm, called the XLTEK 
algorithm in the present study, is displayed in Table 15 as calculated using the event-
based method.  The first performance analysis that was conducted using the SVM 
algorithm used only one channel of data (a channel which had readily identifiable 
seizures).  The results of this analysis were not superior to the XLTEK algorithm as 
shown in Table 15.  Two types of implementations were tested: one which removed 
events that were less than 6 seconds and one which does not.  In the animal study, a 10 
second temporal constraint was used however since this was not a constraint we specified 
to the neurologists, a smaller duration was used.   
 
Table 15: Performance (sensitivity and PPV) of the commercially available XLTEK 
algorithm and a four measure (mobility, variance, rhythmicity, phasejumps) SVM 
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algorithm.  The SVM algorithm with the time constraint means that all events less than 6 
seconds were removed.  Only a single channel was used in this analysis.   
  
1 Channel Detection 
Without Time 
Constraint 
1 Channel Detection 
With Time 
Constraint 
 
XLTEK 
Sensitivity (%) 29.0 31.3 18.3 
PPV (%) 13.2 5.5 6.9 
 
 In order to be accurately compared to the XLTEK algorithm, however, seizures 
should be detected using all channels.  This can be done by combining all events from all 
channels which is the more accurate and common way of implementing a seizure 
detection algorithm on human data.  Once again, this analysis can be done with and 
without applying a temporal constraint for events marked by the seizure detection 
algorithm.  The results of this analysis are shown in Table 16 along with the results of the 
competing XLTEK algorithm.  Note that although the time constraint seems to have 
reduced the PPV which is counterproductive to its purpose, the resulting change is well 
within the variability observed between trials.   
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Table 16: Performance (sensitivity and PPV) of the XLTEK algorithm and a four-
measurement (mobility, variance, rhythmicity, and phasejumps) SVM.  The SVM was 
used to analyze 30 channels independently and a seizure was counted if any of the 30 
channels had a detection.   
  
30 Channel 
Detection Without 
Time Constraint 
30 Channel 
Detection With 
Time Constraint 
 
XLTEK 
Sensitivity (%) 29.0 98.9 98.9 
PPV (%) 13.2 17.9 16.8 
 
In the previous results, only one channel was needed in order for a detection event 
to be counted, however a different approach could require that a certain threshold value 
of channels must have a detected event during the same time in order for the event to be 
counted.  For example, if there are 30 channels it may be required that 5 channels all 
agree on a detected event for it to be counted as a true event.  Two different trials (with 
and without the temporal constraint which removes events less than 6 seconds) were 
tested in which the threshold for declaring an event required one channel, two channels, 
three channels, or four channels. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 17 and 
show that the best performing algorithm obtained in the human study is one which uses 
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all 30 channels with no temporal constraint and a requirement that detected events must 
occur on four or more channels.    
 
Table 17: Algorithm performance (sensitivity and PPV) for two trials showing the effects 
of changing the channel threshold for marking a seizure.  The threshold for marking a 
seizure was set at 1, 2 , 3 and 4 channels.  As shown with the first trial which was 
conducted with no temporal constraint, the sensitivity did not change until the four 
channels were required for marking a seizure while PPV increased.  This means that false 
positives were removed by the threshold indicating that false positives can be filtered out 
if they only occur on a few channels.   
  
Event Threshold for declaring a Seizure 
  
1 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 4 Channel 
No Temporal 
Constraint 
Sensitivity (%) 98.9 98.9 98.9 97.8 
PPV (%) 17.9 20.0 25.5 26.8 
      With 
Temporal 
Constraint 
Sensitivity (%) 98.9 98.9 93.5 73.1 
PPV (%) 16.8 17.3 21.1 18.4 
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4 Discussion 
 The proposed algorithm that has been presented in this thesis has been shown to 
successfully detect seizures in both an animal model of epilepsy and in humans.  The 
success of the algorithm has been validated by its ability to meet the desired design 
criteria which was defined prior to the start of this study.  A detailed analysis of eight 
different seizure detection measurements was conducted which ultimately led to proving 
the central hypothesis of this study which was that a multi-measurement seizure detection 
algorithm can perform better than any single measurement.  During this study, three 
novel measurements were developed and one of them was included in the final algorithm 
after a measurement-selection procedure.   
Design Considerations 
Both linear and nonlinear measures have been extensively applied to EEG and the 
question of which provides more information is debatable.  Non-linear measures are 
generally more difficult to implement, require complex coding, require large datasets, and 
are more computationally intensive.  Non-linear measures are also mainly used in seizure 
prediction research and only occasionally used for detection purposes (Hughes, 2007).  
Linear measures can come in two forms: univariate (measurement requires one channel 
of EEG) and bivariate (requires two channels).  Examples of bivariate measures include 
synchrony and coherence.  Although synchrony does change during seizure states, the 
response is variable depending on the location of electrodes (Dominquez et al., 2005) 
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which could not be assumed to be the same in the present study.  For these reasons, both 
nonlinear and bivariate measures were not included in this study but may be an area of 
future research. 
 
Implementation of an algorithm is not such a straight forward procedure and 
requires a great deal of thought about how and who is going to be using the end product.  
Algorithms in which little to no training is involved are most practical, both in clinical 
and research settings (Patnaik et al., 2008).  It would be most advantageous to have an 
algorithm that required no prior information about a recording and could be used with 
any patient.  Although this type of detection algorithm has been attempted, there has been 
little success in attaining this goal (Hopfengartner et al., 2007).  If an algorithm does 
require training, it should be such that only non-seizure data is used due to the 
infrequency of seizures.  Usually for every one seizure, there are hours of inter-ictal data.  
If hours of data must be reviewed by an EEG reviewer for algorithm training, the 
algorithm loses its usefulness.  This type of algorithm was initially attempted in this study 
however the lack of a strong normalization procedure limited the possibility of this 
algorithm design.  Signal characteristics such as frequency content, filtering, recording 
type, recording location, and amplitude would have to be normalized so that the measures 
do not detect these changes instead of the seizure.   
Data Trends in the Animal Model 
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 One of the inconsistencies in the analysis that was performed in this study was 
that there was not a consistent measurement which always performed better than the rest 
as determined using k-factor analysis.  The first k-factor analysis that was performed 
which determined which measurements should include filtering by the S. Golay filter 
indicated that phasejumps was the best measurement.  The dataset that was used in this 
analysis was early in the study when only four of the six animals were finished recording.  
When the measurements were ranked later in the study when the dataset was complete, 
mobility was the best measurement.  This inconsistency is most likely due to the 
inclusion of seizures (from the last two animals) which are of a different morphology 
which phasejumps was less successful at discriminating between nonseizure and seizure 
data.  Therefore, k-factor analysis and the success of seizure detection measures is very 
dataset dependent.   
 The results of using k-factor analysis to rank the eight measurements used in this 
study differed slightly from the ranking performed by taking the average of the 
performance metrics sensitivity and PPV.  In addition, when measurements were 
sequentially added to the SVM algorithm, the trends observed in algorithm performance 
differed depending on the ranking method.  Both of these phenomena are hypothesized to 
be due to the SVM algorithm used to calculated sensitivity and PPV.  The single measure 
SVMs used for ranking each measure was trained separately and therefore the 
optimization algorithm used by the support vector machines chose a specific threshold or 
sensitivity for each measure.  This is equivalent to the algorithm operating at a different 
location on its receiver operating characteristic curve which does not give an absolute 
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measure of measurement performance.  Since k-factor analysis does not require training 
and only uses information coming directly from the measurements, k-factor analysis is 
most likely a more accurate ranking scheme.   
 A large part of optimization of the SVM algorithm included determining the best 
training parameters, specifically what type and how much training data to include.  When 
sensitivity and PPV were plotted as a function of the ratio between nonseizure and 
seizure data, increases in this ratio resulted in a steady decrease in sensitivity and a steady 
increase in PPV.  This can be interpreted as the SVM learning one of the two data classes 
better than the other.  For example, when more nonseizure data is used for SVM training, 
the algorithm has more information on what nonseizure data is and therefore detects less 
false positives (corresponding to a higher PPV).  Similarly, when more information is 
given on seizure data, the algorithm has a better idea of what a seizure is and therefore 
detects more seizures (corresponding to a higher sensitivity).   
However the ratio of nonseizure data to seizure data is not enough to draw a 
conclusion about the trend observed in Figure 14.  Sensitivity may be decreasing because 
seizure data is decreasing or because nonseizure data is increasing. If sensitivity only 
depended on the amount of seizure data and PPV only depended on the amount of 
nonseizure data then the algorithm should perform best when both are at a maximum.  
However when the amount of seizure data is fixed and nonseizure is increased, sensitivity 
steadily decreases.  Therefore, the relative amount of each data class used during training 
is important and should be one of the parameters being optimized before implementing 
the algorithm.   
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Since weighting the importance of sensitivity and PPV can be difficult and is 
largely application dependent, an absolute measurement of algorithm performance was 
used to find the optimal training parameters.  This method is performed by finding the 
area under the ROC curve (AUROC).  When the AUROC is plotted as a function of the 
relative proportion of nonseizure and seizure data in the training set, the AUROC 
measure shows a bell shaped curve with a maximum occurring at 40% nonseizure data 
and 60% seizure data.  It is intuitive that the amount of training data should accurately 
represent each class of data and therefore include a near-equal contribution of each class.  
The fact that more seizure data is suggested by the AUROC method may be due to 
differences in variability in each data class.  Introducing more data provides variability 
and a wider range of values representing that class.  Also, not all points in the training set 
are actually used by the SVM.  Given that a class is represented by a cluster in the feature 
space, the SVM only uses those points which help define the optimal separation, or 
margin, of the decision boundary (Cortes et al., 1995).  These are usually the points 
which are outliers of that population of data.  This means that the variability in data 
representing each class is very important yet hard to control.  Training optimization 
should therefore be performed every time the training set is changed.   
The total amount of training data is another parameter that must be optimized 
before algorithm implementation.  This was also performed using the AUROC method.  
It might seem intuitive that the more data used for training, the better the algorithm will 
perform.  However as shown by plotting AUROC versus total training data, algorithm 
performance is poor when little training data is used as well as when large quantities of 
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training data is used.  Algorithm performance decreases when small amounts of data are 
used because the sampling of data is low and not enough to accurately represent the 
cluster leading to poor decision boundary formation.  Algorithm performance also 
decreases if too much data is used due to a phenomenon seen in machine learning called 
overtraining (Plumb et al, 2005). This phenomenon occurs when so much data is included 
resulting in the algorithm learning the noise that is inherently in all data.  When this 
happens, the algorithm is only trained for that specific dataset and the algorithm loses its 
robust classifying ability leading to poor performance on data outside that dataset. 
As previously mentioned, the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) was 
generated by varying the hyperparameter, sigma, which is an arbitrary number used by 
the SVM for deciding where the decision boundary is formed.  This parameter changes 
the sensitivity of the algorithm however it should be noted that the range of sensitivities 
is limited.  This is was especially apparent when the amount of training data was small in 
quantity.  From the AUROC analysis, the optimal SVM algorithm should be trained with 
500 data points with 40% being nonseizure data and 60% being seizure data.  These 
algorithm parameters were not the conditions used for the final algorithm due to the 
inability to use the hyperparameter to adjust the sensitivity of the algorithm to meet the 
design criteria.  The inability of the hyperparameter to adjust the algorithm sensitivity 
may have been due to the small (500 data points) amount of data used for the training.  
As an alternative, it may be possible to increase the number of data points and keep the 
ratio of nonseizure data to seizure data at 40% and 60%, respectively.  In either case, the 
value of the total number of data points or the ratio of nonseizure to seizure data will 
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have to deviate from the optimal value.  The best performing algorithm ended up being 
trained on 80% nonseizure data and 20% seizure data which can be argued to be the 
better training conditions since generally datasets contain an overabundance of 
nonseizure data and not enough seizure data.   
Data Trends in the Human Epilepsy Study 
One way to classify an algorithm is based on the data it is designed to work on 
such as either scalp EEG algorithms or intracranial EEG algorithms.  The signal 
characteristics of these two recordings can be quite different due to filtering by the skull, 
sampling from different neuron populations, and different spatial resolutions.  Although 
all these variables are different between the two datasets used in this study, the features 
used worked fairly well even without adjusting the parameters of the feature extraction 
measurements.  This not only suggested that the measures are detecting something 
fundamental to electrographic seizures but it also meant that the same features could be 
extended to human epilepsy.  Naturally however, the measurements were not at their 
optimal performance and some adjustments were made to the measurement parameters as 
described previously.   
During training optimization of human data, the ratio of nonseizure data to seizure 
data was tested.  The ratios tested were 50:50, 60:40, and 80:20.  Surprisingly, the 50:50 
ratio out-performed the 80:20 ratio in both sensitivity and PPV.  In the animal study, a 
ratio of 80:20 produced the best algorithm however in the human study this same ratio 
produced the worst performance.  As mentioned previously, the characteristics of the 
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training dataset impact the optimal training parameters to a large extent and algorithm 
training optimization should therefore be performed whenever the training dataset is 
changed.  It is likely, based on observation, that the variability in human data is larger for 
nonseizure periods as compared to the animal recordings.  This means that less datapoints 
would be needed to be sampled from the nonseizure population in order to get values 
significantly different than the mean.  These points which are further from the mean are 
most likely to play a role in finding the optimal decision boundary.   
 The SVM algorithm implementation that was most successful was one that used 
all 30 channels of data, no temporal constraint, and a channel threshold of four.  This 
means that seizures were detected in all 30 channels, compiled into a matrix, and 
collapsed into a single readout which indicated how many channels at a given second 
detected an event.  If any four channels agreed on an event, that event was counted as an 
actual event or potential seizure.  A drastic difference in performance was made when all 
30 channels were used as compared to a single channel.  It is possible that seizures 
occurred on different electrodes (channels) depending on the seizure initiation site which 
could not have been captured using only one channel.  One difference between the human 
study and the animal study was that no temporal constraint was used in the human study.  
Although some algorithm tests showed small improvements with the use of the temporal 
constraint, it was well within the variability seen for algorithm performance between 
training sessions.    
Onset Detection 
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 Part of the design criteria for this study was to develop a seizure detection 
algorithm that detected seizure onset within 5 seconds of the onset marked “by eye”. In 
this study, an average latency of 4.3 seconds was obtained.  Onset latency is important 
because if nurses and doctors are alerted in time, various tests can be performed to help 
determine where the seizure is coming from.  For example doctors can inject radiotracers 
into the brain and image the brain as the seizure progresses (Shoeb et al., 2004).  The 
temporal constraint used in the animal study may have interfered with the actual 
implementation of this algorithm in real time since any event would have to occur for 10 
seconds before detection is marked.  Luckily, the human study did not require any 
temporal constraint so this type of implementation is possible.  Other reasons one may 
want an accurate detection of seizure onset is to develop a consistent and unbiased 
method for determining statistics about seizures and seizure prediction.   
Patient Variability and Patient Specificity 
 One of the main goals in this study was to develop a seizure detection algorithm 
that could easily be implemented on all patients.  This would require that the inter-patient 
variability is low and that the performance of the algorithm is good on all patients.  There 
are two ways to test this which depends on the implementation procedure that would be 
carried out in the clinical setting.  The first method, which requires more work to 
implement, would require that the algorithm is trained, at least partially, on data from 
each patient which this algorithm was going to be used on.  The amount of variability 
between patients, from which the algorithm was trained, was tested in the animal model 
of epilepsy by showing the detection results for each individual animal instead of 
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combing these results.  For each of the six rats, the sensitivities obtained were 78.7, 94.7, 
99.1, 83.9, 96.7, and 41.9 while the PPV values in the same order were 71.1, 90.4, 90.1, 
85.7, 88.6, and 83.3.  Two of the animals, the first and last in the list, obtained lower than 
normal algorithm performance which may have been due to the lack of adequate data.  
These two rats had the lowest quantity of data not only to train on but also to test on.  The 
total number of seizures for each rat in the test set was 11, 38, 54, 62, 73, and 17.  As this 
list shows, the sensitivities which were low were only be calculated based on 11 and 17 
seizures which may have led to inaccurate testing.   
 The second implementation method that could be used in the clinic would be 
training the algorithm once and using it on patients that were not in the training dataset.  
This means that the algorithm would have to perform well on completely new patients.  
This is an easier method of implementations since it does not require repetitive training 
procedures.  For this analysis, three animals were used to train the algorithm and three 
animals were used to test the algorithm.  A small subset of data was also set aside from 
the three training animals in order to compare the results of animals in the training set and 
animals not in the training set.  The sensitivity and PPV of the algorithm of animals in the 
training set was 93.3% and 91.7%, respectively.  The sensitivity and PPV of animals not 
in the training set was 96.7% and 81.7%.  These results indicate that the algorithm 
detected more seizures in the group of animals that were not in the training set however 
the number of false positives increased.  Although it is difficult to conclude from these 
numbers which algorithm is superior, the fact that a very high proportion of seizures were 
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successfully detected on completely new animals is a huge achievement in this study and 
suggests that this algorithm can be used on new patients.   
 In the human study, the experimental setup was most similar to the last 
experiment described in which the algorithm was trained on three patients and tested on 
four completely new patients. This experimental paradigm was chosen because it the 
XLTEK algorithm which was being compared to the proposed algorithm did not require 
training on these specific patients and therefore may be a biased, or unfair analysis.  Also, 
the impact factor of a patient unspecific algorithm is much greater than an algorithm 
which is patient specific.  The superiority of the proposed algorithm over the XLTEK 
algorithm is noteworthy however the performance of the algorithm in this study is still 
fairly low.  This may have been due to a poor dataset which is why a more in-depth 
analysis of algorithm performance is needed with a larger dataset.  Another potential 
reason for the low performance results is the patient population from which this EEG was 
recorded (intensive care patients).  Intensive care patients often have abnormal baseline 
EEG meaning that detecting seizures is potentially more difficult.   
 
Future Work 
 This study was successful with the data that was provided however there are a 
number of limitations or design constraints which were unavoidable.  These include 
limited datasets and the low computational efficiencies of some seizure detection 
methods. 
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1. Limited Dataset.  The majority of the research involved with designing the 
proposed algorithm was based on intracranial rat recordings.  Although human 
data was used for testing the proposed algorithm, the majority of the analysis 
was on animal data.  The differences between intracranial and scalp 
recordings will make interpretation of the results difficult and may not 
correlate with the performance on larger human datasets.   
2. Low Computational Efficiency: With the increased speed of computer 
processors, this constraint is becoming less of an issue.  Nevertheless, some 
measures (such as nonlinear measures) are computationally costly and are 
generally not used for seizure detection.  Additionally, in most clinically 
relevant applications of seizure detection, an algorithm would have to be 
implemented in real time which is less feasible with a computationally 
intensive algorithm.  In this analysis, the three most efficient measures which 
were the quickest to calculate were variance, mobility and phasejumps.  
Coincidentally, these three measures were among the best performing 
measures and were included in the final SVM algorithm.   
 
The use of high computational cost algorithms is largely dependent on the 
computers which the algorithm will ultimately be run on.  However assuming this will 
not be a problem, a number of feature extractors or seizure detection measures could 
potentially be investigated further in order to find the best measurements.  Although this 
study experimented with eight common seizure detection measures, others do exist and 
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could potentially be more successful.  Nonlinear algorithms were not used in this study 
which is one class of seizure detection measures which could be the next experiment to 
be performed.  The SVM classifier is only as good as the feature extractors which are 
given to it so the most important step determining algorithm performance is feature 
extractor selection.  Therefore finding new published techniques or developing a set of 
novel measures should be the next step in developing this type of SVM algorithm.    
Although the chronic kainic acid rat model is one of the putative best models of 
mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE), the acute stage of this model has not been well 
validated.  This factor as well as the difference in recording type and the differences in 
endogenous brain rhythms between rats and humans makes the animal model of epilepsy 
only a tool for preliminary algorithm design as used in this study.  This is true at least for 
the clinical applications of seizure detection.  Research based applications could 
tremendously benefit from an animal model seizure detection system since in some 
chronic animal models data is recorded nearly constantly for months.  If clinical 
applications are the end goal of a study however, a large dataset of human data should be 
used.  This is one of the limitations in this study and is the next step to be taken in order 
for this algorithm to be proven among the scientific community.   
The animal model used in the present analysis limited what seizure detection 
methods could be researched for two reasons.  First, the spatial diversity of the recordings 
was limited to the hippocampus which gave no information about other brain structures.  
This also limited the usefulness of bivariate (multi-channel) measures which could be 
used for seizure detection.  For example, a standardized recording system such as the 10-
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20 system used for human EEG allows the use of bivariate measures.  Second, the acute 
kainic acid rat model produces very frequent seizures (sometimes up to 10 seizures in 30 
minutes).  A common algorithm implementation technique is to compare the present 
algorithm output to what it was in the past (for example in the past 10 minutes).  This 
technique works well if seizures are very infrequent such as in human epilepsies however 
was not possible with the present dataset.   
 The human data used in this study is also a limiting factor since only seven 
patients were included in this study with a total EEG duration of less than 40 hours.  In 
addition, the use of intensive care patients was a limitation since these patients are only a 
subset of the population which this algorithm would ultimately be implemented on.  The 
small size of the human dataset makes this study less noteworthy than studies using much 
larger datasets.  For example, more in-depth studies have been conducted using 57 
patients and approximately 43 hours of EEG (Meier et al., 2008).  Although the data used 
in this study included more seizures than this study with fewer hours of EEG, patient 
population is a more important factor in testing an algorithm.  Future work in testing this 
algorithm should therefore include more patients and a greater amount of EEG data.   
 In order to obtain additional human data, it is proposed that an external hard-drive 
is used at Hahnemann Hospital to immediately copy files to it as they are recorded.  A 
researcher could then come in once a week and transfer the data to a server in the 
laboratory.  This would require no work from the hospital staff and would not interfere 
with normal EEG recording and monitoring.  EEG should also be recorded when patients 
are not having seizures since this data is important for obtaining an accurate calculation 
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of the false positive rate.  This was performed in a recent study in which 1,400 hours of 
seizure-free data was recorded and used to calculate the false positive rate (Meier et al., 
2008). 
 Although the use of the kainic acid rat model of epilepsy and intensive care 
patients were not optimal since they are not most similar to the actual epilepsy patient 
population, from a seizure detection point of view these two datasets are more 
challenging and therefore expected to perform less optimally than if actual epilepsy 
patients were to be used.  This fact is encouraging since it should be expected that 
detection results will be even better in future studies on actual epilepsy patients.   
 Once the set of feature extractors has been researched more in depth, and the 
algorithm performs well on the larger dataset, a final project which should be undertaken 
is converting the algorithm from Matlab® format to a faster and efficient programming 
language such as the language C.  This will also allow wide spread implementation and 
dissemination of the algorithm while improving user-friendliness.   
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